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Textbook Scenario

A

s the summer sun sets, the crowds that
blossomed in Churchill Square blow their
seeds west, to an L-shaped strip that comes
alive every fall with the vast majority of downtown’s 30,000 students. Following the marketing
trend of “district-ifying” downtown (Ice District,
Warehouse District, etc.), Norquest College, one of
10 post-secondaries within this region, has nicknamed it the Education District.
But you don’t need official demarcation to see
this district take shape. These colleges are quickly
developing new campuses, parks, student housing
and parking garages to accommodate a student
population set to grow by nearly 40 per cent,
according to the Downtown Business Association.
What’s this mean for the future of our neighbourhoods? Find out on p. 19, where recent MacEwan
graduate and VICE Media writer Mack Lamoureux
investigates. As a bonus, he shares with the next
cohort of Oliver and Downtown pupils what he
knows about finding cheap rides, food and beer.
Even if your keg-stand days are over, it’s never
too late to pursue some form of learning. This fall
begins the lengthy process of remodelling the Oliver
side of Jasper Ave. and potentially transforming it
from a seven-lane thoroughfare to a pleasant promenade. I say potentially, because it depends on what
residents want. Our cover story (p. 14) looks into the
problems and possible solutions for our main street.
Maybe civics isn’t your cup of higher education.
What about whiskey tasting and printmaking? I
doubt you’ll snooze through the list of casual classes
assembled for you on p. 8. It’s written by Brittany
Nugent, who, like Lamoureux, is a MacEwan talent
and downtown neighbour. Same goes for Jyllian
Park (“Man About Downtown”; p. 7) and Allison
Voisin (“The Human Touch”; p. 12). These four
writers—pulled to our neighbourhood for an education, now helping us see it differently—show how
making Downtown and Oliver a student destination could enrich it for everybody.
That’s probably not what comes to mind when
you think of the students next door. One’s more
likely to wince at the late-night revelry and fastfood restaurants that will follow—and no doubt
they will, and already have. But I, for one, welcome
the next generation to our core neighbourhoods.
Not just because they’ll offer much needed vivacity
to our public streets at night, but because they
may also be the next generation of Edmontonians.
Maybe by immersing themselves in the city centre,
instead of being segregated in a traditional university campus, they’ll see Edmonton’s inner-workings, grow attached, and stick around. In a world
where cities compete amongst each other for global
talent, creating an environment in which they want
to hang up their hats—and degrees—could be to all
of Edmonton’s advantage.
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COMMUNITY LEAGUE UPDATES
DOWNTOWN EDMONTON COMMUNITY LEAGUE

Autumn Opportunities

M

ost people don’t realize it, but just as
the fall is an important time for students,
it’s also a significant season for most of
Edmonton’s 157 community leagues.
That’s because September is membership
renewal time. It’s when we, the Downtown
Edmonton Community League, ask you, the
residents, to continue your support. Downtown,
being the unique community it is, here in the heart
of our city, welcomes residents, visitors, local organizations and many other would-be league members
to join our ranks and benefit from what DECL has
to offer.
Your 13-member board of directors works hard
to bring programming and events to you all season
long. The fall of 2015 is no exception.
We celebrate being part of the Edmonton Federation of Community Leagues Day with CornFest
2015 on September 19. This annual tradition in
Beaverhills House Park (Jasper and 105 St.) is the
site for roast corn, kids activities, music and the
chance to meet new neighbours. It is our biggest
membership drive and renewal opportunity.
Hallowe’en conveniently falls on a Saturday this
year, and so does the return of our Spooktacular
Scavenger Hunt. Last year’s inaugural event had a
great turnout with members enjoying a well-crafted
OLIVER COMMUNITY LEAGUE

A Very Busy Summer

S

eptember is when we get back into the swing
of routine after a fun-filled summer. But for
the Oliver Community League, summer 2015
was very busy with programs, events and civics
alike. Here are some of the highlights:
• A traditional Canada Day pancake breakfast
was a hit attended by about 300 people.
• Make Something Oliver, the OCL’s microgranting initiative, sponsored three events over
the summer, totalling $3,000. These grants
allowed Oliver residents to launch their own
events and help make Oliver even more awesome.
• We hosted a senior’s tea in Peace Garden Park in
June, a community rummage sale at our hall in
July and a potluck in August.
For the first time, OCL and DECL partnered
on a new summer soccer program in the core.
Geared to kids under 5, the Urban Kids Preschool
Soccer club attracted an impressive 20 players from
seven neighbourhoods. Meanwhile, in partnership
with EPL, we hosted a book club for newcomers and
gaming afternoons for kids. Our monthly board
game nights also gained popularity.
We’d like to give special thanks to our summer
student, Angelika Matson, for her enthusiasm and
initiative in planning three OCL events. Our Events
and Programs Committee continues to experiment
with programs appealing to a range of residents, but
there’s always more we can do and help we could
use. Email us if you have ideas for future activities,

DECL.ORG
MY_DECL@TELUS.NET
780-425-1432

scavenger hunt throughout the downtown core.
Best costume wins a prize, of course. Hopefully
your costume idea can beat the Darth Vadar who
joined us last year!
As the season hastens and the first snowflakes hits the ground, we like to meet up with our
membership and provide an update on the latest
news and issues facing our neighbourhood. Look for
a regular general meeting November 19 at 7pm.
For a complete list of DECL events, check out our
website, follow us on social media or flip to page 9.
Your neighbourhood and community is what you
make of it. And just as they were 98 years ago, when
they first emerged in this city, your community
leagues are a way for you to discuss ideas, address
issues and socialize with follow residents. If you
have a programming idea for Downtown Edmonton,
an issue to raise, or if you just want to find out more
about DECL, please email us. We hope you’ll help us
make the next 12 months our best yet.
The Downtown Edmonton Community League
board is: Chris Buyze (President); Ian O’Donnell
(VP); Milap Petigara (Treasurer); Jillian Gamez
(Secretary); Erin Duebel; Laurissa Kalinowsky;
Christie Lutsiak; Jarrett Mykytiuk; Lindsey Trufyn;
Vikki Wiercinski; and Chris Wudarck.
OLIVERCOMMUNITY.COM
INFO@OLIVERCOMMUNITY.COM
780-454-2450

wish to help organize one or just have feedback.
Overall, the OCL’s engagement in the neighbourhood’s planning and development last season was
strong and driven by the interest of many residents.
It’s brought one development project to fruition and
kick-started community engagement on another.
After years of preparation, Kitchener Park redevelopment broke ground this summer. Once construction is completed, tentatively this fall, residents will
enjoy a themed playground paying homage to our
historical connection to rail (already echoed in our
beautiful mural), plus additional benches and picnic
tables. Meanwhile, the Jasper Avenue redevelopment community consultation is underway, and the
Civics Committee is working hard to engage Oliver
residents and bring the results of that engagement
to Coun. Scott McKeen and City of Edmonton
administration. This will be an ongoing process
(read more about it on p. 14).
Our board is dedicated to building a sense of
community. Your involvement is what keeps Oliver
an amazing place to live. We look forward to seeing
both new and familiar faces at our next events (p. 9).
The OCL board of directors is: Lisa Brown (President); Simon Yackuli (Secretary); Leah Hilsenteger
(Treasurer); Jarrett Campbell; Danny Hoyt; Amanda
Henry; Hossein Zahiri; James Eastham; Justin Keats;
Curtis Boehm; Luwam Kiflemariam; Erin Wright;
Dustin Martin; Marija Petrovic; Rowan Kunitz.

RANDY BOISSONNAULT
Edmonton Centre Liberal Candidate

Canada Needs More Edmonton
Successful Business Owner
Graduate of University of Alberta (BA) and of
University of Oxford (MA, Rhodes Scholar)
Co-Founder of an International Literacy Charity
Fluent in English, French, and Spanish
then we must get started now. Canada needs more Edmonton.

W www.randyboissonnault.ca
E campaign@randyboissonnault.ca
facebook.com/R.Boissonnault

#CanadaNeedsMoreYEG
P (780) 488-2155
@R_Boissonnault

Authorized by the oﬃcial agent of Randy Boissonnault.

Who thinks honesty
is the best policy?

We do.
With out Clear-Cut Mortgage Rates, what you see is what you get. So whether
you’re looking for a new mortgage or refinancing the one you have, you don’t
have to know a guy to get the best rate. You just have to talk to us.
Call, email or stop by the branch today.
Tommy Kalita
Mortgage Specialist
780-490-9570
tkalita@atb.com
atb.com/clear-mortgage
™Trademarks of Alberta Treasury Branches.
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Rent!

E

Average cost of a two-bedroom apartment
Src: Fall 2014 rental market report, Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation
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dmonton has some of the highest homeownership rates in Canada, so a lack of atten-
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tion to its rental market has bred some misconceptions. One of them being that finding
an apartment is harder and more expensive in the core, when the opposite is true if
compared to Edmonton’s outlying areas. That’s good news for Oliver and Downtown dwellers,
who are overwhelmingly young, living alone and renting. That said, if you’re looking for a place
for under $1,000 a month, those days are pretty much over.
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DAYS ON MARKET:

54

+12 from May–July 2014

DAYS ON MARKET:

49

+2 from May–July 2014

An average of Downtown
Edmonton + Oliver
demographics. Src: 2014
municipal census; 2011
national census
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KY L A
Man About Downtown K N I G H T
BY J Y L L I A N PA R K

THE ROUTE

JYLLIAN.PARK@GMAIL.COM

Oliver apartment and beloved bike make Nana Kumi’s social life easy

S

HT, REALTOR®

pend enough time downtown and you’ll spot Nana Kumi,
most likely on his road bike, a bright orange Masi Speciale
covered in a collage of stickers from local businesses. But Kumi’s
Oliver apartment is more than just a place for him to hang his signature
commuter hats; it’s a way of life for the gregarious general manager and
managing partner of Tres Carnales, one of Edmonton’s most beloved
eateries. “I love everything about working in the restaurant, but
downtown is who I am,” he says. “You can walk to where you need to,
and no matter where you go, you will see a friend.” Here are a few of his
favourite places along his four-minute ride.

ING, INVESTMENT

X River City
99-0093
aknight.com
aknight.com

1 Capital Plaza
10800 97 Ave.
The newly built pavilion outside of the provincial
legislature is a preferred stop on Nana’s daily
ride. “This is one of my favourite new additions
to Edmonton,” he says of the concourse that sits
just north of the grounds. Nana—a self-described
people person—appreciates the daytime peoplewatching and the expansive plaza’s vista. “Looking
down 108th street is unreal. The view itself is
worth everything.”

2 Red Star Pub
10534 Jasper Ave.
Nana and friends often find themselves descending
the staircase of this watering hole.The long,
international beer menu, eclectic DJs and gourmet
pub-grub are reason enough to frequent Red Star,
nominated by Air Canada’s magazine as one of
Canada’s Favourite Bars. But for Nana, it’s the
people inside bringing him back. “It’s just one of
those places that you can go into and somebody you
know will be there,” he says. “Kind of like Cheers.”

101A AVE

RE/MAX River City
780-999-0093
kyla@kylaknight.com
www.kylaknight.com

you live work play

in the core
so do I :)
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102 AVE

3

REALTOR®

100 AVE

HOME
99 AVE

3 Credo Coffee
10134 104 St.
Being no stranger to the
small business model, Nana
appreciates the independent
coffeeshop’s warmth and
friendliness. It’s also familyowned—and that’s one of the
biggest factors for near daily
visits from Nana, an ardent
supporter of local business.
Of course, the barista’s
expertly crafted coffee
certainly doesn’t hurt.

1

4 Corso 32
10345 Jasper Ave.
Working at a nationally acclaimed
taqueria means Nana’s never far
from a spectacular meal. But the
artfully prepared modern Italian
at Daniel Costa’s 34-seater is a
regular indulgence for him. His
penchant for pasta gravitates
him to the cavatelli, whenever the
sausage sugo is on the menu. “It’s
my comfort food, especially on
Sundays. If I need a really good
day of eating, it’s there.”

5 Rice Howard Way
Before and after a shift at Tres
Carnales, Nana likes to take in
the restaurant’s surrounding
area. He rides down the cobblestone roads, appreciating the
architectural array of modernism
and heritage buildings, as he
savours the charms of Edmonton’s
only official pedestrian street—
meaning there’s no jaywalking
tickets for the steady flow of foot
traffic and the many friendly faces
just outside his work’s front door.
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Smarten Up
7 classes you wouldn’t dare skip
BY B R I T TA N Y N U G E N T
@MDRNGIRL

Woodworking 101
Spruce up your crib with new
furniture built with your own
bare, fully fingered hands,
thanks to the guidance of acclaimed
woodwork design boutique Oliver Apt.
This daylong beginner class is safe
and fun, taking you through the steps
of crafting a beautiful contemporary
bench. Sorry, Ron Swanson won’t make
a cameo, but pizza will. Plaid clothing
optional. $600 in advance starting
Saturdays in Sept/Oct; incl. materials and
refreshments; Oliver Apt., 10225 100 Ave.;
oliverapt.com

Fine Prints
Design stencils and layer
colours as you construct your
pop-art masterpiece during
this six-week beginner
workshop on the basics of
printmaking. These techniques will pay off in vibrant
design prints perfect for posters
and shirts. Not your thing?
The Society of Northern Alberta
Print-artists can indulge your etching,
letterpress and relief print courses. $286
starting September 22; SNAP Print Studio,
10123 121 St; snapartists.com
Expand Your Whiskey Palate
It’s your chance to find out why Kavalan—
this year’s “World’s Best Whiskey”—
comes 10,000 kilometres from
Scotland. The first step to becoming a
connoisseur of Taiwanese and Indian
single malt whiskies is attending
deVine Wines’ tasting and presentation. Sip and learn about the extensive
history and unique molasses distilling
process of this new and exploding
market.$50 in advance on Sept. 24
at 7pm; deVine Wines, 10111 104 St.;
devinewines.ca

8
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Build Your Own Terrarium
Annie Parent, owner of the eclectic boutique
Habitat Etc., walks you through the steps of
building and caring for your own succulent
garden. Perfect for an evening out with friends,
each of you leaves with your own personalized arrangement of echeveria, stonecrop and
more.$50 on Sept. 22, incl. materials and
refreshments; Habitat Etc., 10187 104 St.;
habitatetc.com

Channel Your Inner Skrillex
No guarantee your set will top the charts,
but this 12-week introduction to music
software Abelton Live will teach you
how to produce sick EDM and hip-hop
beats. These seminar-style classes
with the DJs and concert promoters
known as Night Vision will build your
confidence with music theory, mixing
and mastering as you transform into a
pro. Wait, did we actually say “sick”? The
transformation’s begun… $700–$800
starting Sept. 13; Night Vision Music,
11231 Jasper Ave.; nightvisionmusic.com

Hors d’Oeuvres for the Holidays
Ease your way into the season with the help
of this holiday entertaining workshop.
Learn some of the coming season’s
trending eats, such as Spanish dates and
chicken parmesan tidbits, alongside Gail
Hall, one of Edmonton’s most knowledgeable
chefs and culinary educators. $175 on Nov.
14, incl. all ingredients, recipe kit, apron,
wine and certificate; Seasoned Solutions Loft
Cooking, 10249 104 St.; seasonedsolutions.ca

Gamers Unite
Think game apps are distracting? Wait till you’re
creating your own with the world’s most popular
video game design technology. The workshop
hosted by Edmonton Digital Arts College covers
design foundations, application and customization using the Unity 3D platform. Over 15 weeks,
participants collaborate on a game from concept
to completion, while each gets one-on-one time
with an industry professional. Best of all, unlike
level 147 of Candy Crush, this class won’t cost you
a dime. Free starting in October; Stanley Milner
Library; epl.ca

FRONT YA RDS

OCT 15—25

AROUND
DOWNTOWN

LitFest 2015
You’ll find Canada’s only non-fiction festival right
in the heart of our city, where various venues
host acclaimed authors at 30-plus events that
delve deeper into the topics of their books. This
year’s headliner is Jon Ronson, the Welsh satirist
whose bestseller So You’ve Been Publicly Shamed
examines online embarrassment. But it’s not just
a place to learn about writers but writing itself, at
several workshops that will improve your literary
craft. (Various venues downtown, litfiestalberta.org)

BY A L L I S O N V O I S I N

ALLISON@THEYARDSYEG.CA

FAMILY FUN
SEPT. 4–5

Disney’s Fantasia
Relive Disney’s memorable and groundbreaking
Fantasia at this free outdoor concert by the
Edmonton Symphony Orchestra. Be sure to bring a
chair and arrive early for a good spot. (Churchill Sq.,
infoedmonton.com)

Jon Ronson, author of So You’ve Been Publicly Shamed

COMMUNITY LEAGUE

SEPT. 7

Tour of Alberta CASA Family Ride
Bring out the whole family and their bikes to
celebrate the second annual Tour of Alberta. This
all-ages bike ride in support of CASA, a mental
health service for children, adolescents and
families, is also a great way to show off your quirky
side—costumes are encouraged. (Churchill Sq.,
tourofalberta.ca)

NOV. 14

Christmas on the Square Holiday Light Up
Join thousands of fellow Edmonontians in the
square for live Christmas tunes, choirs and inspired
treats from food vendors. Then watch as Santa
arrives for the official lighting of the giant tree and a
fireworks show clinches the first night of the Holiday
Season. (Churchill Sq., edmontondowntown.com)

MAKING CONNECTIONS
SEPT. 9–10

Ignite Edmonton Festival
It’s the ultimate gathering place for local
entrepreneurs, creatives and community-builders.
Bring an open mind to this new initiative from
Edmonton Economic Development, which offers
hands-on learning through master classes, innovation labs and social spaces. (Shaw Conference
Centre, igniteedmontonfestival.com)

SEPT. 9

The Yards Fall Issue Launch & Salon
Meet the volunteers who put together the
magazine every season, while enjoying a live
podcast recording and conversation with
Danny Hoyt of the Oliver Community League
and Ian O’Donnell of the Downtown Edmonton
Community League. They will discuss the
surprising ways community leagues shape
your neighbourhood. It’s an early celebration
of Community League Day (Sept. 19)! Tickets
are $20 online or at the doors, opening at
6pm. (Iconoclast Coffee, 11807 105 Ave.,
theyardsyeg.ca)

OCT 2, NOV. 6

Creative Mornings
From “action” to “humility,” 99 cities explore one
theme every first Friday of the month. A new
speaker at each event will spark your creative
curiosity. The breakfast series is free, but you must
register online. (Startup Edmonton, 10363 104 st.,
creativemornings.com)

OCT. 7, NOV. 4

Green Drinks
Every month, blog and non-profit group the Local
Good brings together environmentally-conscious
people who value all things local, sustainable and
green around one theme. It’s a great way to make
new friends and meet like-minded communitybuilders working together to create the best
Edmonton possible. (Yellowhead Brewery,
10229 105 St., thelocalgood.ca)

GATHERINGS
Sept. 18, Oct. 16, Nov. 20
n

SEPT. 9

An Evening with Dr. Jane Goodall
The courageous researcher whose work has
changed the way we see chimpanzees—and
ourselves—shares insights and stories from 50
years of studying our closest species cousin,
followed by an audience Q&A and book-signing.
Proceeds from the event are split between the
Jane Goodall Institute of Canada and a Muscular
Dystrophy Canada research fund. (Winspear
Centre, 4 Churchill Sq., winspearcentre.com)
New Retirement Realities
This presentation provides valuable insights into the
new landscape of retirement and how that experience will not only affect retirees, but their families.
This talk will look at the evolving family structure
and what is required to be financially stable during
your best years. (Seniors Association of Greater
Edmonton, 15 Churchill Sq., mysage.ca)

DOWNTOWN

DECL’s annual CornFest. Enjoy free corn on the
cob, crafts for kids and bands.

n

11am–3pm, Beaverhills House Park,
10440 Jasper Ave.

Sept. 19

OLIVER/DOWNTOWN

OCL and DECL co-host the neighbourhoods’
chapter of Edmonton Federation of Community
League’s Community League Day, a fun-filled
afternoon for families to relish in park games and
barbecue, before heading to the beer garden for
the evening.
2pm–12am, Oliver Park, 10326 118 St.

Sept. 18

DOWNTOWN

Urban kids board games night
n

6–9pm, Community Space, 10042 103 St.

Sept. 30, Oct. 28, Nov. 25

OLIVER

BYOB(oard Game) night and get to know your
neighbours

n

7pm, Community Hall, 10326 118 St.

Oct. 31

DOWNTOWN

Spooktacular Scavenger Hunt around
downtown, prizes for the winning team and
best costume
n

SEPT. 16

8pm, starts at Community Hall, 10326 118 St.

Sept. 19

n

THOUGHT PROVOKING

OLIVER

Walking pub crawl of Oliver. Pub locations
announced closer to each date.

7pm, Community Space, 10042 103 St.

Nov. 18

OLIVER

Programs & Events Committee Meeting

n

6:30pm, Community Hall, 10326 118 St.

E D M O N T O N ’ S C E N T R A L M A G A Z I N E FA L L 2 0 1 5
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AROUND
DOWNTOWN

OCT. 7

Susan Aglukark & Georgina Lightning
The Edmonton Community Foundation’s Speaker
Series devotes the night to aboriginal women in the
arts. Inuit singer-songwriter Susan Aglukark and
Cree actress and filmmaker Georgina Lightning
speak about their life experiences, challenges and
triumphs, and showcase the works that have made
them two of Canada’s most important contemporary
indigenous artists. (Citadel Theatre, 9828 101A
Ave., citadeltheatre.com)

URBAN CANVASES
SEPT. 6

Chalking up Churchill
Remember the days of drawing chalk on your
driveway? Now you can relive your childhood, only
you’ve got all of Churchill Square to call your canvas.
Picture it now, collectively coloured by countless
expressions of love for our city and community.
You’re encouraged to bring your own chalk.
(Churchill Sq., allevents.in/Edmonton)
Sept. 18
PARK(ing) Day
Join your neighbours in pulling off Edmonton’s
version of an annual worldwide event, wherein
citizens, artists, designers and activists turn
metered parking spots into temporary pubic parks.
In a show of grassroots community development,
last year’s event saw bocce ball, gardens and tea
time where there’d otherwise be vacant vehicles.
The installations are meant to display the versatility
of public space and how it can represent the people
who live here. (Around 97 St. and 101 Ave.,
drawingroomedmonton.com)

OCT. 3

Beyond Downtown
We all know the giant baseball bat and Mahatma
Gandhi bust, but what about those public artworks
that are hard to find? This free bus tour starts with
central Edmonton hidden gems, then heads off to
see the newest public arts highlights
and other unexpected places throughout
the city, before finishing with a tour of a
local art studio. Space is limited; email
bustour@edmontonarts.ca to reserve
your spot. (edmontonarts.ca)

free. They’re recreating the Nickelodeon theatres of
the 1900s, when the working class head to moving
picture houses to escape from their everyday lives
for a nickle. (The Drawing Room, 10253 97 St,
drawingroomedmonton.com)

SEE & HEAR
SEPT. 10

Scenic Route to Alaska
The homegrown, multi-talented and hardworking trio has a distinct and heartfelt
indie-folk-rock sound that’s earned
them numerous distinctions, including
Sonic Band of the Month and Cruz FM’s
Emerging Artist Award at the 2014
Edmonton Folk Music Festival. (Denizen
Hall, 10311 103 Ave., yeglive.ca)

SEPT. 11–12

YEGfest: Colours & Sounds
Creative Clubhouse hosts this unique festival
featuring local talents like the Archaics and the
Velveteins, plus other performance artists and
visual art installations. Spray the graffiti free-wall or
watch professionals create impressive murals from
beginning to end. Don’t miss the afterparty at the
Bower, hosted by Night Vision. (Heritage Amphitheatre, William Hawrelak Park, eventbrite.ca)

SEPT. 25–26

Nickelodeon
As part of Nuit Blanche and Alberta Culture Days,
the Drawing Room transforms its storefront gallery
into an old-timey cinema, as groups are admitted
in quick intervals to watch the reel of short films for

OCT. 1–10

Edmonton International Film Festival
For nine days and nights, movie fanatics and filmmakers come together to eat, sleep, and breathe all
things cinema. EIFF understands well the importance of discovery, so expect a wide array of featurelength films, documentaries, and shorts—150 in
all—gathered from across the globe for your viewing
pleasure. (Landmark Cinemas, City Centre, 10200102 Ave., edmontonfilmfest.com)
Autism Artistry: Create, Communicate,
Connect.
Autistic artists and brothers Grant and Ben Kurtz
know well that words aren’t the only means of
communication. Though they can’t speak, they
express themselves vividly and evocatively through
art, as shown in this exhibition about human
connection and interaction. Grant’s paintings and
Ben’s photography gives us a glimpse into their
world and a mutual understanding achievable only
through art. (Art Gallery of Alberta, 2 Churchill Sq.,
allevents.in/Edmonton)

NOV. 19

Elemental Sky Opening Reception
All are welcome to the free opening reception
of this exhibition illuminating the movement of
natural landscapes through the work of Samantha
Williams-Chapelsky. Running until Dec. 12,
Elemental Sky showcases TerraSkin, a stone-based
paper, as the foundation for acrylic washes intertwined with alcohol sprays and gestural brushwork to symbolize the shift of clouds and weather
patterns. (The Daffodil Gallery, 10412 124 St.,
daffodilgallery.ca)

FR O N TYAR DS

Four Reasons to Lose Sleep Over

SEPT. 26

Nuit Blanche

Nuit Blanche
What began in Paris in 2002 finally arrives in
Edmonton this fall. Nuit Blanche—or “sleepless
night”—transforms cities with all-night contemporary visual arts festivals that arrive at dusk and
disappear by dawn, each time with an exhibition
unique to its host. “With Edmonton,” explains chair
Ruth Burns, “we really wanted to focus on engaging
with urban spaces, looking at our city in a new light
and celebrating that newfound perspective.”
Edmonton’s free exhibition, Half-Lit Moon, will
transform the downtown core from 7 pm to 4 am.
Curated by Toronto-based artist and writer Dave
Dyment, it features over 30 fun, interactive and
stunning installations from local and international
artists, including Yoko Ono. It’s all ages and all free,
but if that’s not enough here are four more reasons
to lose sleep over Nuit Blanche.
1. Yoko Ono’s largest installation piece yet
Expect the largest iteration of Ono’s famous
Wishing Tree, an acclaimed installation that has
brought hope and inspired peace
for hundreds of thousands
of people over the
course of 20 years.
Find these 121 trees
with intact roots
throughout Winston
Churchill Square,
then record
your wishes
and attach
them to the
branches.
Every desire
is collected
and stored
at the Imagine
Peace Tower in
Iceland. Best of all,
the trees are planted
throughout Edmonton
communities
afterward.

2. An unexpected and newfound respect
for potholes
The local irritants we love to hate are reclaimed
and embraced by Sarah Amato and Monique
McFarlane. The artists behind Pothole Possibilities will decorate these nuisances to create
amusing illustrations You’re invited to help out
by composing letters, poems and other
pothole-related reflections.
3. Take back downtown
After bars close and the donair vendors
serve their last wraps, downtown streets can
be overtaken by deadness and a sense
of insecurity. But instead of dreading
the darkness of the streets, Burns
wants us to celebrate it. “We tend
to avoid urban spaces at night so
we really want the community to
engage with their city when it’s
dark and gain a different perspective from it.”
4. Experience the community
coming together
Burns hopes Edmontonians will feel a
sense of community pride and collaboration when they experience Half-Lit
Moon. She already has, simply
from the overwhelming
community support
from surrounding
businesses and
organizations
who pitched in to
make it happen.
“The community
effort is truly
heartwarming.”

Stand out
from the
crowd,

by being
true to
yourself.
Dozens of independent,
locally-owned
businesses that
can help you define
your unique look.

Looks
perfect
on you.
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EXTRAORDINARY
NEIGHBOURS

BY A L L I S O N V O I S I N

ALLISON@THEYARDSYEG.CA

a

gainst the backdrop of a brightly
painted wall and colourful bouquet,
Nicola Fairbrother doesn’t appear to fit
in in her own office. Dressed in all black—from her
shoes to her horn-rimmed glasses—it’s easier to see
in her the former punk-rock road manager than the
current founder of a social services agency. But its
her non-conformism that makes Neighborhood
Bridges a radical and pioneering agency for intellectually disabled people.
“I wanted to scorch the earth and do something big,” says Fairbrother, a central Edmonton
resident who founded the organization in 2007,
which is now in an office behind Oliver Square.
She’s doing it by ignoring the narrative that people
with disabilities are a societal burden, along with a
glossary of terms she believes has bred institutional
inequality. Within these walls, “support workers”
are “human rights workers,” and the organization is a “community.” Together—Fairbrother,
co-founder Joanna Brown, 100 advocators and
advocatees, their innumerable roommates, friends
and families—are all “community members.” Once
equality is established in language, she says, it’s
established in the homes where these people with
intellectual disabilities live.
But this “community” is more than semantics.
Its office and nearly all 18 homes it manages are
within Oliver, Queen Mary Park and Westmount.
A decade ago, Fairbrother teamed with Brown to
find geographic areas for their organization, based
on a series of “human indicators” necessary for
community development: housing costs, vacancies,
employment opportunities, transit routes, parks,
community leagues. Together, all of these support
people with intellectual disabilities to be fully
accepted as citizens, live autonomously and develop
relationships that could alleviate some of the
symptoms of oppression that they endure.
These three core neighbourhoods had what’s
necessary to help mitigate poverty and social
isolation, according to Brown. The amenities were
proximal and landlords more than willing to rent to
people with disabilities. A priest openly embraced
and supported their vision and many businesses
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the human touch
showed diverse hiring practices, including the
Oliver Community League Hall, which for years
hired a custodian from its community. Many people
in these three central neighbourhoods were really
excited to team up with us and help make this
community a healthy one.”
By integrating its offices and members into our
neighbourhood, the organization wants everyone
to reflect on what it means to celebrate all human
variation, to embrace and accept the characteristics
of disability, limitations included, instead of treating
these characteristics as “a medical problem to solve
or a moral problem to manage,” says Fairbrother,
who recently directed a documentary on controlled
breeding called Surviving Eugenics.
Though we no longer genetically engineer disabilities out of our communities, Fairbrother sees social
isolation, lack of personal will and mistreatment as
another form of eugenics.
Growing up with her father in South Africa during
the Apartheid era, her earliest notions of the world
was an unjust place. “At a young age, I saw countless
human rights violations and a general disregard for
the human form,” she says, grimacing. She turns to
a wall covered sporadically with portrait photography. “And here I was living the life of the white
privileged; we had servants and all that.”
She was a teenager by the time they moved to
Edmonton in 1986. Fairbrother best describes those
years as “unbridled chaos and nihilism,” which was
channeled into road managing punk bands and
spreading angry anthems of Generation X across
Canada. “If your next question is, did my general
sense of mid-1980s’ nuclear apocalypse disenfranchisement affect the work I do?” she asks. “Then yes,
it certainly did.” Her smile widens. “I’m a pissed off
kid of the nuclear age.”
When she realized her anger could be better
placed, she turned to human services, varying from
social to advocacy work. Often times, she grew frustrated with colleagues and consultants, whom she
says recognized the need for significant changes to
their practises but didn’t act on it. They were ethical,
fair-minded, well-intentioned people, she says, but
unless their practises were more radical the lives
of the people for whom they advocated wouldn’t be
greatly improved. More disheartening was the idea

that she shouldn’t have personal relationships with
clients, and that she—the social worker—was in
control of their life choices.
She started researching philosophers and critical
thinkers like James C. Scott, who studied oppressed
populations in Southeast Asia, and looked to early
disability activists who fought for human rights.
She came away realizing that disability wasn’t the
problem. It was poverty.
Most people living independently with intellectual disabilities make well below $27,300,
Canada’s “unofficial poverty line” for single people.
Unemployment sits around 70 per cent. That’s
not because they can’t work, says Fairbrother,
but because of a cultural narrative that “these
people are to be taken care of, and so they’re
surrounded with paid support instead of authentic
relationships.”
Eight years later, the agency is housing people
that medical professionals never imagined would
be living out in the community. People deemed
too sick or too unstable even for group homes now
live autonomous lives, gaining employment at
community leagues, local businesses like Studio
Bloom on 124 St. and meaningful volunteerism like
helping build Westmount’s community garden.
“The notion that people with disabilities are a
burden is a huge problem for us.”
Fairbrother glances at her pinging cellphone and
smiles. Jon Headley, someone she advocates for, has
texted to say he’s on his way to the office. About an
hour later, she hears a loud bang outside. “Oh, Jon
must be here,” she says, laughing.
Headley enters smiling and apologetic. He’s still
getting used to his new motorized wheelchair, but
it’s maybe one of the smaller changes to his life since

Are you a property owner willing to offer
long-term leases to Neighborhood Bridges
members? Does your business have diverse
hiring practises and an interest in mitigating
poverty in the disability community? The
organization embraces local partnerships.
Get in touch at 780-758-2815 or
mail@neighborhoodbridges.ca.

FRONT YA RDS

A human rights advocate finds dignity for intellectually
disabled people in Edmonton’s core neighbourhoods
being referred to Neighborhood Bridges in 2012.
“I get to make my own choices,” he says, “and
I’m still getting used to the fact that I’m able to
control my life now.”
Past organizations assisting Headley
frowned upon the client-worker relationships,
but that’s key to the premise of Neighborhood
Bridges. Most agencies will house several
disabled people in a group home with one
or two support staff; Bridges’ community
members each have personally dedicated
advocates and live with non-intellectually
disabled roommates contracted by the agency
to provide additional support as needed.
Headley feels especially lucky because one
of his roommates isn’t just a close friend, but a
chef. Tonight, he’s more than comfortable inviting
Fairbrother over for dinner because they also think
of each other as friends.
Headley was drawn by the organization’s
rejection of traditional values, like group
housing, and how it encourages people to
truly become active members of the broader
community. For Headley, it’s playing on an
organized wheelchair soccer team in Boyle
McCauley and becoming a member of the Self
Advocacy Federation for disability pride. “They
treat me like a person,” he says about Neighborhood Bridges, “not just a client.”
Over time, the founders hope that other
communities will see their own versions of
Neighborhood Bridges, and that they’ll be
a part of helping them take root. “My only
hope is they don’t look exactly like us,” says
Fairbrother. “We are the redheaded stepchild and in many ways the first of our
kind. Social change starts with the
agitators and I hope we’ve created
a foundation for other organizations to adopt and evolve.” •

Neighborhood Bridges
co-founder Nicola Fairbrother
with community member Jon
Headley and his pet snake.
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KNOWS

BY O M A R M O UA L L E M
EDITOR@THEYARDSYEG.CA

JASPER AVENUE IS EDMONTON’S OLDEST AND MOST
IMPORTANT STREET. BUT IS ‘THE FINEST THOROUGHFARE
OF THE GOLDEN WEST’ ALSO THE MOST DANGEROUS?

Y

ou come to know a place very well once
you’ve walked its every road, five days a
week, for the last four years.
For instance, Janet Heikel, the postwoman in
charge of a small but densely populated Oliver
route, knows the next buildings to be supplanted by
towers. She also knows which property’s residents
are miffed that said towers will shade their pool. She
knows which notable people go to which hair salon
and she’s pretty sure she knows who’s addicted to
online shopping. She knows the owner of the new
izakaya is related to the owner of the new dental lab,
and thanks to them, she now knows the best sushi
and best dentists city-wide. And she knows that
four times a year a certain community newsmagazine will add several pounds and hours to her shift,
which she’s not too happy about.
She also knows to begin every day on the north
side of her route, where seniors apartments Ansgar
Villa and Kiwanis Place are. “They have a certain
time that the mail has to come,” said the Canada
Post worker of 28 years during a walkabout in July.
“And let me tell you, they know everything.” Not
just seniors, but construction workers and secretaries alike have made Heikel an authority on these
nine-square blocks, but she needn’t their expertise
to know that two Jasper Avenue crosswalks along
her route—119th and 120 streets—are unsafe. In
four years she’s seen the aftermath of two serious
pedestrian accidents and has heard of countless
more. “Police used to park here and tag people
who don’t stop,” said Heikel, pointing to the 119 St.
crosswalk controlled by little more than a sign and

some white lines. “But after they’re gone it’s back to
the same thing.”
That’s starting to change. Last June, transportation engineers caved under immense pressure from
city council and the Oliver Community League,
which has raised concerns for years (see p. 18), and
deemed those crosswalks—plus two more along
the west side of Jasper Ave.—worthy of some traffic
lights. Some were installed in August, but lights
alone won’t tame the seven-lane, 50-kilometrean-hour road. That’s why Jasper Ave. is about to
undergo a makeover along 109 St. to 124 St. Public
consultations begin this fall and everything is on
the table—wider sidewalks, fewer lanes, bike paths,
trees, street furniture. Beginning in 2018, it could
be the most transformative construction project
on the west side of Edmonton’s main street in a
generation, and set the tone for future road projects
across the Capital.
But only if the public asks for it; otherwise, the
future avenue will resemble the current one, with
fresher pavement.
The potential redesign was decided after a rather
awkward public chiding of the Transportation
branch from City Council last December. It was
presented in the Capital Budget debates as an
$8.8 million road reconstruction, because, unlike
the Jasper Ave. redesign east of 109 St., the Oliver
portion falls out of the downtown master plan. It’s
now been refashioned the “Jasper Avenue Streetscape Concept” plan. What’s the difference?
Imagine you had to renovate your house. Imagine
the foundation was so cracked and the floors so

pocked and the grass so weeded that the whole
thing just needed to be razed and rebuilt. Would you
reconstruct it verbatim? Maybe, it if was the perfect
house and it suited your needs for the next 40 years.
But west Jasper Ave. is far from perfect. Unlike its
Downtown side, there are no trees and few benches,
and in addition to risky crosswalks, the sidewalks
are narrow and the lanes wider for fast traffic flow.
There are other problems too: Businesses hollow
the public realm with lifestyle posters and barred
and blackened windows, while others abut the sidewalks with their parking lots. But those are not your
property. Those are your neighbours’. Maybe once
they see your spectacular new house they’ll step up
in the way that buildings along Whyte Avenue have
since its 1980s transformation.
Maybe. Until then, it’s just you, your lot and $8.8
million. What are you going to build?
Jasper Avenue is not a house. It’s a main street.
In fact, it was originally called Main Street. It
crosses through Downtown and into Edmonton’s
most populated neighbourhood, one currently
undergoing redevelopment and demographic
change unprecedented since the 1960s. While
surrounding core neighbourhoods shrink, stagnate
or see incremental growth, Oliver (as well as
Downtown) is growing at the rate of new suburbs.
And though 60 per cent of Edmontonians drive to
work, the same percentage of Oliver residents don’t,
meaning they interact with the sidewalks more as
E D M O N T O N ’ S C E N T R A L M A G A Z I N E FA L L 2 0 1 5
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Right: Jasper Avenue in 1913,
before the automobile revolution.
Opposite: Jasper, c. 1960s

they walk (14 per cent) or bus (21 per cent) to work.
The second mention of Jasper Ave. existing in
city archive files is, in fact, about its footpaths. (The
first record is its renaming from “Main Street” on
Feb. 18, 1882). “The need for sidewalks is greatly
felt,” reads the 1883 municipal document urging
landowners to invest in them. “There is nothing
that gives more City-like appearance to a place
than good sidewalks.” It then lays out the benefits:
convenient mobility, enhanced property values and
the chance to “show to parties that may come here
this summer that we do not lack faith in the place
ourselves and have some little enterprise in us.”
Deeper into the archives, one sees when road
congestion becomes problematic. “During the rush
hours of the afternoon,” reads a 1907 Edmonton
Bulletin article, “Jasper avenue, the finest and
broadest thoroughfare of the whole of the golden
west, is frequently so crowded that a heedless
farmer or truckman coming down the wrong side
of the street will throw the whole system traffic into
confusion and frequently causes runaways. … Ye
horsemen beware.”
Whyte Ave. and Jasper’s seven-lane widths
originated from the need for horsemen to freely
turn their carriages, so it’s not until the postwar
boom that Ye Carmen and Ye Carwomen must
beware. In 1961, four of the ten most accident-prone
intersections for cars dotted Jasper, between 100th
to 109th street. It would take the city’s best traffic
engineers to find solutions with tow-zones and
underground parking, so people wouldn’t disrupt
traffic by parking until they were beneath it. Today,
not a single Jasper or Whyte crossing makes the
top 10 list of vehicle collisions. Not even the top 20.
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But year after year, they dominate in pedestrian
accidents, according to data acquired through a
freedom of information and privacy request by
#RebootWhyte, a grassroots campaign to improve
Strathcona’s main street. The two worst Jasper Ave.
intersections were 113 St. and 109 St., with 13 and 20
pedestrian and bike accidents each since 2005
There are two ways to look at this: that it’s only
natural places with the highest pedestrian volumes
would see the most injuries, or that we’ve failed to
adequately protect pedestrians in places where
they’re most at risk.

“BEING ABLE TO WALK AND
BIKE SAFELY IN EDMONTON
SHOULD BE A HUMAN RIGHT.”
–GIL PENALOSA,FOUNDER
AND CHAIR OF 8–80 CITIES
it was a scorching July morning, so Janet Heikel
didn’t mind if the sprinklers on Beth Shalom’s lawn
spritzed her grey uniform.
The flowers were in full bloom. Street-sweepers
dabbed their perspiring foreheads. And construction workers hammered away at a nearly finished
Jewish seniors residence on the corner of 119th
and Jasper, where, 12 months ago to that day, an
Earls employee crossing the road was, according
to a witness, “tossed like a rag doll,” because a car
didn’t stop for her. She was 19 and may never live
independently again, yet she may not be alive today
if she were one of the seniors living up the block
or who’ll soon move into the residential tower.
According to city statistics, they’re five times more
likely to die in pedestrian collisions. In 2015’s first

four months, five of six pedestrian deaths were
seniors.
“You should see them standing on the corner
with their walkers and canes,” said Heikel. “If
they’re not aggressive—and they’re not—no one
stops. You have to make a point of stepping out. …
There’s been so many times I’ve just said, ‘Come
with me, come with me.’” And it’s not just the
elderly she worries about. The Canadian National
Institute for the Blind has an office nearby staffed
with visually impaired people like Bruce, the
custodian on a first-name basis with Heikel.
“There’s an audible signal on that,” he said,
pointing his broom down the road to 121 St. He
turned to the uncontrolled intersection at 120 St.
“So I guess you’re taking your chances on that one.”
Is that enough for him to walk a block? “No. I’m,
like, whatever.”
And therein lies the problem. People don’t like
detours, especially if they’re on foot. A traffic
engineer might stand on the corner with a clipboard and counter and conclude that traffic lights
are unnecessary because there’s a controlled
crosswalk 100 metres away. But a pedestrian is,
like, whatever. And so he puts one foot in front of the
other, assured that a crosswalk wouldn’t exist if it
weren’t safe.
In defence of the traffic traffic engineer, Jasper
Ave. isn’t a pedestrian plaza. It’s always been and
will remain a thoroughfare dutifully transferring
the passengers of 30,000 cars, busses and motorcycles to their destinations daily. Whatever comes
of the new streetscape, it will need to balance
Jasper’s dual identities as main street and thoroughfare, but realizing that one of those identities
has long outperformed the other is important to
restoring the balance.

“if you’re coming in from an 80-kilometre road
and you see these bloody seven-lanes here,” said
historian Shirley Lowe, co-author of The Life of
a Neighbourhood: A History of Edmonton’s Oliver
District 1870–1950. “You think, ‘It’s a car street’—
and it is.”
Lowe grew up here in the ’50s and ’60s, shortly
after the “West End” was renamed Oliver, and just
as the car craze transformed it into what it is today.
“I was six years old when I would walk up to Jasper
Avenue, get on the number five, go downtown to
the school of dance, get off on 106th Street, have
my dance lesson, cross Jasper Avenue, get on the
bus and get home. By. My. Self.” Would she dare
let a child cross it alone today? “No, because of the
culture of the road. They’re not looking for pedestrians. I bet if you parked a kid on that corner [119
St.] hell would freeze over before a car would stop.”
For Gil Penalosa, founder of Toronto’s 8–80 Cities
and Bogota, Colombia’s former parks commissioner,
whether public spaces are safe for children and
seniors is the very metric with which he consults
municipalities. “If everything we did in our cities
was great for an eight-year-old and great for an
80-year-old,” he explained, “then it would be great
for everybody.”
It’s a fresh take on a city that saw eight per
cent more pedestrian accidents last year, despite
dramatic declines in car collisions overall. But
it’s ever more urgent as baby boomers age into
retirement. By 2031, a million Albertans will be 65
or older. Many will retire in central neighbourhoods
to maintain their independence, to walk to the
grocer, medi-clinic and bus stop. To keep social ties.
“Their number one issue is isolation,” said Penalosa.
“They’re terrified of the day they lose their drivers
licence, not because they love their cars, but because

they want mobility.”
Meanwhile, Millennials—the second largest
generation and biggest cohort of the Canadian
workforce—are pouring into downtowns and
more often choosing not to drive. In 50 years, their
children and grandchildren will contribute to
Metro Edmonton’s 2.1 million population. What are
these generations inheriting? “This isn’t something
trivial,” he says. “Being able to walk and bike safely
in Edmonton should be a human right.”
Looking at pictures of Jasper Ave., old and new,
Penalosa said true walkability can never flourish
for as long as there are seven lanes of traffic moving
at 50-km an hour and pedestrians must push
buttons to cross it. “That’s a clear symptom of their
priorities.”
But above all, he said, it will take “vision and guts.”
no doubt the 2009 transportation master plan,
The Way We Move shows vision. But when it came
time for city administrators to deliver on that vision
the only guts in sight were those left on the floor
last December after councillors tore Transportation a new one. That’s because the downtown bike
corridor, complete streets (a policy to serve all road
users safely) and active transportation (a policy
for walking and cycling) were effectively defunded
in the proposed Capital Budget that would direct
Edmonton’s growth for the next four years.
“I’m concerned that we still haven’t figured out
that people on their feet, on the street, and sometimes on bikes, is a sign of a great and healthy and
interactive and integrated city,” an exasperated
Mayor Don Iveson said to Transportation head
Dorian Wandzura. “And I’m frustrated that after
seven years … that still hasn’t gotten through.”
After a brief intermission to welcome George

H. Luck School students eager to see city hall’s
inner workings, councillors continued to grill
Wandzura’s team for its disappointing Jasper Ave.
improvement plan, as if they were the sixth graders
present. “Can you explain to me how [this] fell off
the table?” rebuked Ward 6 Coun. Scott McKeen.
“Why we didn’t look at this as an opportunity to
do a new urban design, why it’s just a like-for-like
rehab—why’d that happen?” Coun. Henderson,
who represents neighbourhoods along Whyte Ave.,
called it “nonsense” and “absolutely crazy.”
The tone was more positive in June as Transportation planners unveiled a new approach to
crosswalks, taking pedestrians’ safety, rather than
just the national traffic guidelines, into consideration. Ten Jasper, Whyte and 104th avenue intersections would soon have manual controls, at a cost
of $100,000 each. However, upgrading the other
190 crosswalks identified as inadequate will take 20
years, while others that probably should have been

refreshed council to find its own. Then he moved on
his ambitious plan to align all 3,400 staff with the
same four goals around accessible and sustainable
transportation.
Employees describe the GM as a strategist. One
of his favourite stories to tell happened at NASA
happened before he was born, and it’s about John F.
Kennedy. While touring the space centre in 1962,
the President asked a janitor what he does there.
Legend has it the janitor replied, “Well, Mr. President, I’m helping put a man on the moon.”
“That’s the quintessential story of alignment,”
explained Wandzura, as the bus climbed Scona Rd.
“The janitor plays as equal a roll to getting a man on
the moon as the eggheads in the lab. It’s really about
making sure the experts understand their role in
active transportation and creating vibrant spaces.”
Then why were several of those tenants—not just
on Jasper, but city-wide—ignored in the last budget
proposal on his watch? “We dropped the ball,” he

“IF I WERE TO CLOSE MY EYES AND FAST FORWARD, I COULD
EASILY SEE [JASPER AVE. AS] A VIBRANT PEOPLE-PLACE—LOTS OF
ACTIVITY, LOTS OF VITALITY, WHERE FOR 16 HOURS OF THE DAY
IT HAS LIFE TO IT. WHERE PEDESTRIANS AND VEHICLES SHARE
THIS LIVELY PLACE.” —D.W., G.M. OF TRANSPORTATION
on the list were disregarded. “I still feel that pedestrian safety is taking second place to concerns about
traffic flow,” Coun. Henderson said via email.
A senior administrator who’s asked not to be
identified said the message to promote walkability
doesn’t resonate for the majority of their colleagues
in Transportation. “There’s a lot of will in the
planning area, but when we hit operations, people
who actually run busses, ETS and LRT are very rigid
about how they want things to work.”
The City employee worried that planners
working on the Jasper Avenue Streetscape Concept
will turn to the rules—guidelines on road width, for
instance—and “over-engineer” it just as they did
Scona Road.
The 2012 arterial road rehab resulted in
ticked-off and ticketed drivers speeding in lanes
clearly designed for efficiency, as well as residents
of the Mill Creek neighbourhood appalled by its
hostile design.
Scona Road is also known as 99 St. But in the
Transportation department, it has another
nickname: “The Beginning of the End.”
on the afternoon of another summer scorcher,
Dorian Wandzura boarded the no. 7 bus, enthusiastically greeted the driver and flashed his ETS
staff pass clipped to his slacks. He left the suit jacket
at home and wore an “Edmonton Elections 2013”
T-shirt, one of his first local keepsakes after arriving
in the middle of the political race from the City of
Regina.
He spent his first months as the new Transportation GM listening more than leading, observing
his staff’s prevailing outlook while allowing the
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admitted; Transportation made an error in “not
connecting” the street’s necessary renewals with
Oliver’s growth. But, he said, funding a complete
redo of Jasper in the budget could have displaced
a firehall or the Milner’s makeover, hence the $8.8
million won’t be nearly enough to cover the entire
15-blocks and council will need to find money
elsewhere in 2019. (As one senior planner put it:
“It’s chump change.”) But that hasn’t discouraged
Wandzura.
“If I were to close my eyes and fast forward,” he
said, “I could easily see [Jasper Ave. as] a vibrant
people-place—lots of activity, lots of vitality, where
for 16 hours of the day it has life to it. Where pedestrians and vehicles share this lively place.”
He knows a new streetscape won’t achieve it
alone, but it’s the first step. To get there, the city—
administrators, politicians and residents alike—
must view it as a community project rather than
just a road project, he said, which is why meaningful
public consultation, absent on Scona Rd., is imperative. Wandzura thinks it could be a watershed
moment determining how all “premier streets” are
upgraded from now on.
One of them, Whyte Ave., was right outside
the no. 7’s window. Wandzura pointed to extended
street patios, rainbow crosswalks and a polkadotted alley closed to cars, as evidence of his department’s cultural change. Getting there during a
period of rapid growth is like “changing a tire while
the car is in motion,” he said. But he insisted they’re
getting there.
The unnamed City employee, however,
was unconvinced and worried any public consultations could turn to a “bait and switch,” resulting
in rigid compromises. The Oliver community will
need to “push” if they want serious change, said

YOUR LEAGUE AT WORK
The Oliver Community League has played
a critical role in moving Jasper Ave.’s
makeover from a rudimentary road project
to a full-scale redesign. This timeline shows
you how persistent advocacy and engagement makes a tangible difference.

Pre-2010–today: OCL fields residents’
complaints that Jasper Ave. is unpleasant,
noisy, and, above all, unsafe. League
minutes suggest it’s also car-centric, in
disrepair and that it literally divides our
community in two.
2011–today: OCL meets numerous times
with your councillors Jane Batty (2011–
2014) and Scott McKeen (2014–present)
to discuss these concerns.

Fall 2014: City administration proposed
that Jasper Ave. be repaved in the 2015–
2018 Capital budget cycle.
Nov. 2014: OCL members Lisa Brown and
Erin Toop present to the full City Council at
the budget public hearing. They asked for a
safe and welcoming Jasper Avenue, a place
for Oliver residents to gather and connect,
a street that brings our community together
rather than divides it.

Dec. 2014: City Council agrees, voting

unanimously to redirect the administration
to run a public consultation process that
would re-envision the ave.

Fall 2015: City of Edmonton-led consul-

tations begin. The OCL’s message to you?
“It’s important that community members
participate. We encourage everyone to
attend the public meetings or to provide
feedback online.”
For information on the meetings or to
learn how you can advocate with the OCL,
visit olivercommunity.com or email
info@olivercommunity.com.

the administrator.
But push for what? Asked what would make the
west side of Jasper friendlier, Janet Heikel didn’t
have a clear idea beyond more controlled crosswalks. All she had was a hunch: “For some reason,
it’s like a drag race here.”
At that point, she ceased being the the sage postwoman and became the common pedestrian. But if
enough pedestrians show up this fall, then maybe
together they can help identify those reasons and
make it a main street again. •

Next
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Edmonton’s post-secondaries
all want a piece of downtown.
But how will that shape the
area—and the students?
BY M ACK L A MOU R EU X
@ MACKLAMOUREUX

It was the best decision of my life.
After three uncomfortable years in the trades I enrolled in
school with visions of the post-secondary life that was to follow:
crossing manicured lawns with books tucked under my arms
during that perpetual autumn that exists on campus grounds,
according to every movie ever made about college. Then I arrived
at MacEwan University, first at its bright orange Centre for Arts and
Communication building on the west side, then its central campus
after my program was moved there the following year. Needless to
say, neither had the sprawling quads and the centuries-old trees
that shaded Matt Damon and Robin Williams.
E D M O N T O N ’ S C E N T R A L M A G A Z I N E FA L L 2 0 1 5
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Having spent my entire life on an acreage north
of Edmonton, I hated going downtown as a kid and I
especially hated commuting there as a student—too
many people, too many cars. But a strange thing
happened not long after clutching my first pair of
apartment keys: I started growing attached to the
city centre—and the city itself.
Universities of old act like pseudo-cities. They’re
self-contained, not just with their own roads but
their own housing and commerce, so students can
live comfortably on campus 24/7. That’s a far cry
from the student life experienced by me and 30,000
others commuting to downtown’s 10 post-secondaries. But as these colleges expand and their student
populations explode, could it soon be the standard
model for higher learning? And how might that

It seems that all post-secondaries today want to
be city-builders as much as citizen-builders, a trend
playing out in cities across the continent. Ryerson
University has completely reshaped—and continues
to reshape—major sections of downtown Toronto.
It’s a similar story at the University of Winnipeg,
Capilano in Vancouver, Concordia in Montreal,
New York University in Manhattan and Brooklyn.
After centuries of isolating themselves from cities,
post-secondaries are becoming one with them.
early this summer, MacEwan president David
Atkinson was at Oxford University for professional
development. As he walked down its streets, lined
with 12th Century trees and venerable architecture, he took notice of the tall walls fortressing the

AS A STUDENT, YOU’RE SMACK DAB IN THE HEARTBEAT OF
THE CITY, GETTING A SENSE OF THE LOCAL CONDITIONS YOU’LL
GRADUATE INTO, WHILE MILLING ABOUT WITH PEOPLE IN
THE MIDST OF A CAREER THAT YOU MIGHT BE PINING FOR.
reshape central Edmonton and students like me?
According to the Downtown Business Association, 50,000 students will call downtown home by
2020. It’s easy to see what that prediction is based
on. MacEwan University’s new art campus, opening
in 2017, will complete the years-long unification
of its three fractured schools. Norquest College is
also consolidating its five campuses, into two sideby-side towers, while hoping to expand its student
body by 2,000 annually. And a decade after it saved
the Hudson’s Bay building from demolition, the
University of Alberta is trying to build a new home
for the Department of Music and Department of
Art & Design attached to the ambitious Galleria
proposal. Naturally, their tuition-payers will want
to live nearby.

alma mater of Oscar Wilde and Margaret Thatcher.
“Inevitably they have a very tiny entrance and there
are two signs,” recalls Atkinson. “One is ‘Visitors
Not Welcome,’ and the second, ‘Stay Off the Grass.’”
He shakes his head. “That model of higher education is dead. It’s truly dead.”
Atkinson explains that the model of locking
away educational facilities is going extinct. More
frequently universities, for reasons of development or financing, for instance, are becoming
entwined into the communities surrounding them.
If done well, it can bolster both the school and the
community.
In 1991, when MacEwan broke ground on the
old CN Rail yards (artifices of which are still being
uncovered during the latest excavation east of

Oliver Square), many wondered aloud if it was a
sensible thing to do, says Atkinson, who became
president in 2011. “And who would have thought
that now it’s actually in the epicentre of all this
activity?” he asks. “We couldn’t be better located.”
No doubt, student life will be different after
the estimated $4 billion downtown makeover is
complete and many thousands more students come
for higher education. But a major issue arises when
addressing the problem of where these students will
be housed. After all, how can you create campus
life if the majority of your students live in scattered
pockets across the city?
After building a 14-floor, 800-plus unit residence in 2004, MacEwan has taken the unusual
step of outsourcing this solution. The Horizon,
a four-storey off-campus building just behind of
the university, houses 500 students in 125 very
affordable dorm-style suites. Meanwhile the
vintage Healy Ford building between MacEwan
and Norquest will soon be transformed into a trio of
towers, each with a few floors mimicking standard
residencies that centre a two- or three-room pod
with common kitchens and washrooms.
Atkinson says it’s a godsend for landlocked
postsecondary institutions. “We’re not going to use
the valuable land to build residences. We’re going
to use that for core activity, which is our academic
programming.”
a rich campus life can’t just be measured in
housing and academia. Students will want places
in between their classrooms and dorms to mobilize
their social lives, whether they be cafes, quick-service restaurants or large-capacity bars, all of which
are emerging in spades in an area that Norquest
College has self-designating the “Education
District.”
Gord Rajewski, director of the Edmonton

Downtown Business Association, believes the
sudden influx of youth will be a huge driving force in
making downtown a destination spot for entertainment and hospitality. For decades, businesses have
catered to the office crowd, but, says Rajewski, “The
impact of three educational institutions expanding
in the downtown core is that we have more people,
more opportunity for retail, more opportunity
to expose young people to the benefits of being
downtown.”
But isn’t there something to miss about the traditional campus model that Atkinson declared dead?
A constant cross-pollination of learners and professors sows an environment rich with intellectual
discourse and discovery, all of it largely governed
around youthful idealism.
However, “the benefits of being downtown,” as
Rajewski calls it, can’t be overlooked either. As a
student, you’re smack dab in the heartbeat of the
city, getting a sense of the local conditions you’ll
graduate into, while milling about with people in
the midst of a career that you might be pining for.
The career that you dedicated four years of your life
to. And being amongst them helps foster professional relationships, according to Jodi Abbott, the
president of Norquest College.
These commuter campuses, she says, avail
her students work opportunities beyond what
instructors and administration can facilitate.
“[Students] are part of the community, rather than
in the box doing their education,” explains Abbott.
“What it allows them is a transition into work that is
a little more natural because they are already in the
community.”
These institutions are also trying to integrate
their students with what Abbott calls “community-engaged learning,” wherein schools partner
with specific employers supplying internships. In
this scenario, downtown isn’t just a backdrop, but
an incubator for students. This could be the thread
that ties a student to Edmonton, what keeps him or
her here, degree in hand, instead of returning home
or job-hunting elsewhere.
but the relationship between school and city,
student and community, are symbiotic. Postsecondaries wishing to integrate themselves within
urban areas must also contribute amenities,
services and infrastructure to the others around
them. We see that in MacEwan’s funding of a
community rink abutting the new arena, as well
as the forthcoming arts centre’s three theatres, art
gallery and studio spaces that will be accessible to
the public. Norquest’s contribution is a planned
park with an expansive lawn punctuated by
benches; it will be owned by the college but open
to the public.
And then there’s the Galleria project. Although
it’s not without its controversies over public
financing and whether a 1,000-seat opera house
is even sustainable, one can’t ignore the obvious:
the University of Alberta, once a model of secluded
campus life, wants to place an iconic structure 500
metres from city hall.
“Having a university presence in the downtown

Student Survival Guide
Are you one of the many migratory
students getting settled in Oliver and
Downtown this fall? We’ve got your back.
Follow these tips for cheap eats, rides
and stress-reliefs.

OLIVER SQUARE LIQUOR DEPOT: You’ll be
happy to know it’s open late—till 2am most
nights—when you need that 1:53am nightcap
after putting the finishing touches on the
essay due in seven hours. 11724 104 Ave.,
780-488-6000

APPS TO LIVE BY

THE COMMON: One wouldn’t think of this
sleek place known for gourmet food and
craft cocktails is also known for cheap beers.
That’s because a magical thing happens
on Thursday: $4 pints, even on beers you
normally couldn’t afford. 9910 109 St.,
thecommon.ca

POGO CARSHARE: Tuition cutting into your
prospects of car ownership? One of the perks
of living in Edmonton’s inner cities is this
car-share. It’s insanely simple. Sign up, add a
credit card, use your phone to find the nearest
car, walk there and boom—you got yourself
some wheels. pogocarshare.com
STREET FOOD EDMONTON: If the spice of life is
variety, then the spice of downtown Edmonton
is affordable quality food. This app is like a
divining rod for the city’s rich mobile food
scene, peddling whatever you like—vegan,
greasy spoon or something in between—just a
short walk from where you’re standing.
streetfoodapp.com
TRANSIT APP: It makes public transit easy by
automatically pinpointing where you are and
guiding you to the nearest bus stop or train
station. The arrival times are accurate nearly
to the second, so you can gauge whether to
walk, jog or sprint for dear life. It works on both
Android and Apple. transitapp.com

YOUR NEXT BEER RUN
BREWSTERS: Do you know what a growler is?
It’s a big ol’ jug of beer. Now who doesn’t want
a jug of craft beer? Refill it anytime for as little
as $14, or just $11 on Saturdays before 5pm.
11620 104 Ave., brewsters.ca

really contributes to city-building,” says U of A
president David Turpin. “It brings people downtown, it supports mixed-use development where
you have an increase in the number of people living
downtown, working downtown and studying
downtown.”
Turpin, who’s been on the job since July, acknowledges that students at the Galleria would have a
different experience than those lounging in quad
across the river. “They would be closely aligned with
the arts community, they would be interacting with
theater companies and productions that would be
happening in the city.”
But, I ask him, will these music and theatre
undergrads miss out on something their engin-

QUICK, EASY & NONVIOLENT
STRESS RELIEF
FOOD WISH DISHES: Sometimes you need
the strong stuff—we’re talking kittens. When
school gets too real, head in the direction of
124th street and go cuddle a purr monster at
this doggy food bakery and pet shop. 10724
124 St., facebook.com/foodwishdishes
DENIZEN HALL: Sometimes violence is the
answer—so long as it’s simulated. Shoot down
zombies or rough up ninjas at this arcade bar
with the tokens that came with your drinks.
10311 103 Ave., thedenizenhall.com
THE (OTHER) LIBRARY: Don’t worry—we know
more books are the last things you need. Juice
up on mindless binge-watching at Edmonton
Public Library’s flagship, the Stanley Milner.
It has a dizzying array of DVD box-sets. But
if you’d rather not put on pants, punch in the
number on your (free) library card online for
access to online streaming services like Hoopla
and Indieflix. 7 Churchill Square, epl.ca

eering, sciences and law counterparts won’t—that
romantic campus life, the trees, the student elections, the protests, the rowdy parties? Will they just
become just another face in the downtown crowds?
He chuckles and reminds me that the new LRT
and planned pedway will in essence keep the
campuses linked—all of them, MacEwan, Norquest,
NAIT, the University of Alberta—and, thus, link the
students as well.
Besides, he adds, “It takes less time to get
downtown from the U of A main campus than it
takes to walk across the campus of many major
Canadian universities.”•
E D M O N T O N ’ S C E N T R A L M A G A Z I N E FA L L 2 0 1 5
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TO THE POLLS

You’ve probably already heard their leader’s gospel and how they might
tackle the headline issues—a slumping economy, pipelines, ISIS. But what
about the Edmonton-Centre candidates themselves? And how will they take
issues in your community to the highest office? We surveyed the would-be
representatives for Canada’s four major parties (Conservative candidate James
Cumming didn’t participate) on three topics you can see out your window.
Here’s what they had to say.

Who will get your vote on October 19?

1

What should be in the federal
budget for young adults?

2

Edmonton’s urban aboriginal
population may soon be
Canada’s largest. What are your
ideas for Reconciliation?

3

Light-rail transit is core to
sustainable urban growth. How
can Edmonton work with Ottawa
to steadily serve and expand
public transit?

Randy Boissonnault Business management consultant LIBERAL
They can fall into several categories:
students, parents or soon-to-be,
unemployed or underemployed, lower
income or middle-class earners,
entrepreneurs. We also know that in
Edmonton they care about our environment. A well-rounded budget should
contain fair policies and investments,
such as investment in post-secondary,
a tax structure making it easier for the
middle class to start families, investments in jobs and training, a reduced
carbon footprint, and more.

I’ll work with my party colleagues
to implement all 94 recommendations in the Truth and Reconciliation
Commission Report, starting with
supporting the UN Declaration on the
Rights of Indigenous Peoples. Locally
we need to develop and fund a robust
and detailed urban aboriginal strategy
bringing together all orders of government to map out Edmonton indigenous
people’s immediate and ongoing
needs. We must engage with [them to]
understand where healing can begin.

Government should develop a
sustainable, predictable and longterm funding model allowing municipalities to plan and develop such
critical infrastructure. For situations
where offering shorter term, one-time
financing makes sense, the federal
government must build out reasonable
timelines and converse with municipalities well before application deadlines, allowing Edmonton enough time
to review its priorities, draft proposals
and secure local buy-in.

Since visiting the homes of 15,000
voters in Edmonton-Centre, many
parents told me they want proper
funding for child care. For some young
families child care costs are comparable to their mortgage. This has to stop.
After broken promises and inaction on
child care from both the Conservatives
and Liberals, it’s time for a government
that will actually give families the kind
help they need. Only the NDP will
introduce an affordable, universal $15
a day child care program.

The NDP is committed to implementing recommendations laid out in
the Truth and Reconciliation Commission Report. We’ll engage with the
indigenous community, and ensure
that their perspective is central to our
actions. It’s also time for an inquiry
on missing and murdered indigenous
women, repealing Bill C-51 and it’s
unconstitutional attacks on First
Nations activists engaging in legitimate peaceful protests, and to enact
Jordan’s Principle.

The Harper government has told cities
like Edmonton that they can only
access federal funds for infrastructure
projects like the Valley Line LRT by
using Public-Private-Partnerships.
Research shows this form of privatization can lead to slower construction,
increased public costs and restrictive
contracts benefitting the corporate
partners. The NDP is committed to
providing adequate and predictable
transit funding to municipalities with
no ideological strings attached.

Reconciliation has been long overdue
but it is time to put actions into place.
Indigenous Peoples are entitled to all
the rights that the rest of us are accustomed to—clean water, affordable
housing, education. Enhancement
and respect for their (almost) lost
culture is essential to restoring the
pride they have lost from the residential schools experience.

Sadly, the present government does
not seem interested in anything
progressive in most of its policy
projections. Edmonton desperately
needs alternative means of transportation especially in times of environmental crisis, as we are in currently.
All we can hope to do to influence
the feds is increase the support
for LRT systems.

GIL MCGOWAN Union activist NDP

DAVID PARKER Engineer and retired college instructor GREEN PARTY
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Invest heavily in new industries that
will propel us into the new future:
Renewables, home retrofits, sustainable farming, alternative energy
production, feed-in-tariffs—carbon
taxes to be reinvested in all of
the above. Restart the Katimavik
volunteer service program and other
opportunities for youth to aid the less
advantaged in Canada and overseas,
and give them free education for as far
as they wish to go, as I received in the
UK back in the 1970s. I’m sure that, if
consulted, young people will give even
more examples.
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TH E U R BAN I S T

Weak-ends

BY T I M Q U E R E N G E S S E R

What’s behind the core’s sleepy town mentality?

R

emember that time on a Sunday in
Edmonton when you had too many options
for things to do and the Downtown and
Oliver streets were crowded with people?
Of course you don’t. On Sundays, downtown
can feel like a sleepy town you pulled into off the
highway. To find a good coffee or a new pair of shoes,
to hem a pant or fix a phone, to find out whether the
new “it” restaurant lives up to the hype, can feel like
you’re living an episode of the Amazing Race.
Actually, it often feels that way after six o’clock
each day, but Sundays are guaranteed snoozers. The
cafes are closed; a majority of bars are silent; offices
are locked. And, thus, the sidewalks are barren.
Even our autobahn-width streets and free street
parking, a friendly plea to incoming shoppers, if
nothing else, are lightly trafficked.
None of this holds as true in many of our
suburban spaces. They don’t hold true on Whyte
Ave. neither, where at least the shops stay open till
five and popular restaurants like Meat and Ampersand 27 are open … late … seven days a week.
Since the post-millennium downtown revival,
we’ve added close to 10,000 people to our core
neighbourhoods. Many of them are young, make

decent money and live interesting lives. Yet so many
of the businesses in their neighbourhoods don’t
cater to them. Instead, their business hours serve
the ephemeral office crowd that drives in and out,
for five days and 40 hours a week.
There’s no reason for this other than culture.
We’ve allowed Sunday shopping far longer than
other cities. (Halifax, for example, only legalized
shopping on the Lord’s Day in 2006, a decision
that took far longer because of its deep Christian
past. But while commerce took a step forward, the
amended bylaw didn’t transform Halifax’s already
bustling weekend streets; those were baked into the
waterfront’s DNA.) It’s not like we don’t get out on
Sundays, either. Down in the river valley, the trails
and pathways are busy arteries of recreational life.
But up in the downtown, it’s tumbleweeds.
Meanwhile Old Strathcona is a nexus of activity.
Perhaps that’s why the City thought of Whyte first
when piloting the possible car-free Edmonton, an
effort to shut down the street for pedestrians for a
few hours on select days. Maybe downtown businesses would benefit from it more.
It has worked elsewhere. Since the ’90s, Ottawa
has closed Colonel By Drive to traffic every Sunday

@TIMQUERENGESSER

for pedestrians, cyclists, rollerbladers, pets and all
other forms of foot-based life. The results have been
transformative. Colonel By Drive winds along the
Rideau Canal (Ottawa’s version of our river valley)
and ends up right downtown. Effectively, the route
feeds pedestrians onto Ottawa’s once-dead Sunday
streets. And since Sunday motor traffic is nearly
absent anyway, few complained.
Imagine if we did the same downtown, and not
just to accommodate nightlife, as it’s been proposed
for Whyte, but day-life. On Sunday, we pick a road or
two, which are hardly being used by motorists in the
first place, and throw them open to people walking,
biking or just loitering. We encourage businesses to
extend not just their hours, but patios. Invite food
trucks and kiosks. Buskers, too.
We can’t force businesses to open and treat
downtown as more than a roofless stadium for the
service sector. What we can do, though, is bring
people here on Sundays, much in the way that
festivals already do, only this wouldn’t have any
planned programming—just whatever happens
when we hand over our downtown to the people.
Tim Querengesser is president of The Edmonton
Wayfinding Society.
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Rossdale & Reconciliation
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Can the “Flats” development truly
commemorate our indigenous history?

want to believe Mayor Don Iveson’s
commitment to Truth and Reconciliation.
I want to believe that, as an “Honorary
Witness,” he will be responsible “along with [his]
fellow leaders to be the keepers of history.” I want
to believe his words. But more than believing, I
want to see this commitment in the redevelopment of an area with vital links to Edmonton’s
Indigenous history.
Since as far back as 8,000 C.E., Rossdale
Flats has been a gathering site for the Blackfoot,
Assiniboine, Cree and Metis. Here, they traded,
practised rituals, performed the Goose Dance and
the Sun Dance. Here, they assembled themselves
for easy access to the North Saskatchewan River.
Rossdale has a rich history as evidenced by the
Rossdale Flats Aboriginal Oral Histories Project,
a study, completed in 2004, that revealed a living
memory of Edmonton’s lesser-known and
lesser-celebrated Indigenous history.
Indigenous Peoples, vital to the fur trade,
frequently camped just outside the walls of Fort

BY M A R I LY N D U M O N T
@DUMONT_MARILYN

was effectively defunded and closed, I gathered
with world-class ceramic artists, crafters,
painters, dancers, musicians and writers there,
offering art workshops to Indigenous Peoples.
We lamented having to leave Rossdale and our
ancestors behind. Now I wonder what the future
holds without the presence of another aboriginal
community hub.
Through its Aboriginal Relations office, the City
cites “ongoing consultation and engagement with
First Nations and Metis communities.” But who
can claim representation of these communities
when few Indigenous Peoples and no organizations actually reside in these gentrified areas, and
when they don’t have a stake in the shape, design
and vision of Rossdale?
Back in 2011, Calder Bateman, through the
city, made a laudable effort to engage 100 invited
Aboriginal participants for feedback on the

INDIGENOUS HISTORY IS DEPENDENT ON THE
AWARENESS AND GOODWILL OF AN INDUSTRY THAT
HAS THE POWER TO FURTHER WIPE IT OUT WITH THE
VERY INSTRUMENTS THAT COLONIZED EDMONTON.
Edmonton. The Metis called it Fort-des-Prairies; the Cree, Amiskwaskahegan (Beaver Hills
House). Fort Augustus II and Edmonton House
II, both critical fur trading posts, were part of
Rossdale at one time. After the floods of 1830, the
fort was relocated to higher ground near the site
of the present day Alberta Legislature. However,
Indigenous Peoples continued to live in Rossdale
trading furs, building York boats and transporting
whitefish to the fort. Remnants of Red River cart
trails are present today, in the tangle of streets
through the river valley.
Some of those early inhabitants of the Flats
are buried in the Rossdale Cemetery (also known
as Old Fort Edmonton Cemetery), and some of
their descendants still reside in Edmonton. I am
one. Senior Gabriel Dumont, my Metis ancestor,
who worked as a free trader and guide with the
Hudson’s Bay Co. and North West Company,
camped on the flats before guiding missionary
M. L’abbé Jean-Baptiste Thibault to the first
Catholic mission in Western Canada (Lac. Ste.
Anne). Many descendants of the Papaschase Band,
who illegally surrendered their reserve and were
forcefully transferred to other bands such as
Enoch and Saddle Lake, are also keenly aware of
their ancestors buried there. Joy Sinclair, founder
of the Sun and Moon Visionaries Gallery in the
old Donald Ross School in Rossdale, has several
generations of family who were instrumental in
establishing the fort buried here too.
Until last May, when Sun and Moon Visionaries

Epcor site’s future. It’s also commendable of the
West Rossdale Urban Design Plan to cite as one
of its strategic priorities “[to] commemorate and
respect thousands of years of history, with the
designation of historical places and structures.”
But how influential can Indigenous Peoples be
without economic claim and land ownership in
the neighbourhood? Without economic leverage,
Indigenous history is dependent on the awareness
and goodwill of an industry that has the power to
further wipe it out with the very instruments that
colonized Edmonton.
Instead of a tourist-seeking canal that’s been
proposed by some in the private sector and
celebrated by high-profile boosters, I want a
culturally appropriate facility for local Indigenous
Peoples to gather here and continue the tradition
of sharing knowledge, language and arts. A place
on land significant to not only Indigenous history,
but to the very origins of this city. I hope in their
wisdom, the community advisory committee and
design planners take a wider view of history than
the pervasive Canadian narrative that forgets
Indigenous use and occupation.
Marilyn Dumont authored The Pemmican Eaters.
A nationally acclaimed poet, she’s served as a writerin-residence at numerous institutions, including the
Edmonton Public Library. She lives in McCauley.
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estaurants come and go. Even the most hyped-up eateries are lucky to live a decade, and
anything past that becomes an institution. That’s what makes Bistro Praha a monument
linking old downtown with new downtown. It serves continental classics that the modern
eater seems to have lost all appetite for in the era of beer-can chicken and truffle popcorn—except
here, where the tartare and schnitzel is as good as it was when it opened in 1977. The continuity was
interrupted for two years after a fire destroyed its former home in the Kelly Ramsey Building on Rice
Howard Way. This photo, taken on a chilly night shortly after it reopened in 2011, shows how not just
the decor but the mood was reassembled two blocks away, down to the mural that’s an exact replica
of the one that perished in the fire. Even the chairs, tables and antique lamps are nearly the same.
It’s still the late-night sanctuary for the opera and theatre crowd, too. And the classical music hasn’t
waned. Sometimes, things are just as good the second time around.

David Shepherd, MLA
Edmonton-Centre

Email: edmonton.centre@assembly.ab.ca
Phone: 780.414.0743
10208 - 112 Street
Edmonton, Alberta T5T 1M4
facebook.com/dshepYEG
@dshepYEG
My staff and I are happy to serve you at our new, fully-accessible
constituency office in Oliver!
Please call for hours or to schedule an appointment.
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